
With product markets increasingly competitive and consumers savvier 
than ever, brands that form genuine emotional connections with 
customers are coming out on top. Find out why discount promotions 
could be harming your brand in the long-term, and how bundling your 
products with experiences helps you tap into consumer needs to create 
emotional connections that last.

EMOTION SELLS
HOW TO INCREASE SALES AND GROW YOUR BRAND 
SUSTAINABLY WITH EXPERIENCE REWARDS



FOREWORD
We live in unprecedented times, in which markets 
are changing so quickly it‘s hard to keep up. But 
it‘s not just the business environment keeping 
us on our toes: the way consumers interact with 
brands is also changing at a rapid rate.

As a marketer, you’ve likely seen a strong shift 
in focus, from product-centered to customer-
centered. Mastering the customer experience 
has become the holy grail for many CMOs. And 
it‘s no surprise – a quick look at Amazon‘s mission 
“to become the world‘s most customer-centric 
company“ reveals the secret to their success 
in becoming one of the most valuable brands 
globally.

Yet many companies approach this customer-
centric strategy half-heartedly by focusing merely 
on their product and their customer service. 
Granted, it’s a good start. But when it comes 
to meeting sales goals, they revert to product-
centered offers such as discounts and cashback.

In order to become truly customer-centric, the 
customer’s viewpoint should serve as a starting 
point for everything – including sales promotions. 
Finding tailored solutions for your target audience 
not only benefits them, but also your business. 

This report shines a light on the reasons for this 
and gives you a better understanding of your 
customers’ behavior and emotions. We hope you 
find it insightful.

Welcome to the experience economy!

Pascal Haider
CEO of RIX Group„The customer’s viewpoint 

should serve as a starting point 
for everything.
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SUMMARY

DISCOUNT PROMOTIONS ARE AN UNSUSTAINABLE MARKETING STRATEGY

Promotional discounts increase sales and market share in the short term, but can damage 
brand equity and profitability in the long term by undermining price integrity, reducing 
product value and ultimately eroding consumer trust.

FORM EMOTIONAL CONNECTIONS FOR A SUSTAINABLE MARKETING STRATEGY

Consumers make decisions based primarily on emotions, so building emotional connections 
with consumers benefits your business. To build emotional connections, tap into consumers’ 
psychological needs and prioritize trustworthiness, responsiveness and consistency.

BUNDLE YOUR PRODUCTS WITH EXPERIENCES TO CREATE EMOTIONAL CONNECTIONS

In today’s experience economy, experience rewards are an incentive to buy that increase sales 
and market share, protect your brand’s profitability and grow brand equity, while helping 
your brand form emotional connections with - and stand out - to consumers.
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Discounting prices is one way to increase market share. And sure, 
it works. Consumers love a bargain. Short-term, you’re likely to 
see an increase in sales.

But growth is about more than just sales and market share. A 
holistic view also accounts for profit and brand equity – long-
term, regularly offering discounts could damage both, making it 
an unsustainable method for meeting targets. 
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When price is your main differentiator, your only option for continually winning out 
over competitors is discounting your product further – contributing to a downward 
price spiral. But when repeatedly relied on, discounts reduce profit margins and 
negatively impact your business’ profitability.

Discounts shift consumers’ focus from the unique value of your offering to the price, 
leaving your brand vulnerable to cheaper competitors. When every other brand in 
your market offers discounts, refusing to do so might be the only way to stand out.

Price integrity is a strategic tool that signals the value of your offering. By reducing 
your product price, however temporarily or intermittently, you permanently lower 
the perceived value of your product.

DISCOUNTS SQUEEZE PROFIT MARGINS

DISCOUNTS UNDERMINE DIFFERENTIATION LEADERSHIP 

DISCOUNTS REDUCE PRODUCT VALUE 
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 DISCOUNTS 6

By framing your offering in 
terms of price rather than 
value, you ignore the priorities 
of loyal customers (your ideal 
customer persona). Not only 
that, by abandoning price 
integrity you betray loyal 
customers’ belief in your 
product’s value and instead 
train them to wait for the next 
price drop.

Discounting product prices 
appeals to discount shoppers 
focused on finding the ‘best 
deal’. But if you want to 
target consumers concerned 
primarily with value over 
price, you’ve missed an 
opportunity. You could 
even alienate those who 
consider higher price points 
a benchmark of quality.1 

If you repeatedly offer ‘one-off’ 
discounts or extend discount 
promotions, consumers stop 
trusting your brand.2  What’s 
more, offering discounts can 
create a negative perception 
of your business. And since 
pricing contributes to brand 
identity, price inconsistency 
puts your brand’s positioning 
and ethos into question.

Brand associations are factors 
that create positive or negative 
feelings toward a brand. When 
price becomes your main 
differentiator, performance 
and brand identity is sidelined, 
its positive associations 
diminished. 

DISCOUNTS PUNISH  
BRAND LOYALTY 

DISCOUNTS CREATE THE 
WRONG VISIBILITY

DISCOUNTS 
ERODE TRUST 

DISCOUNTS CREATE 
NEGATIVE ASSOCIATIONS
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BRAND IDENTITY IS SIDELINED



We get it: sales promotions are a necessity. But there is an   
alternative  to discounts for increasing market share, while 
protecting the long-term interests of your business.

Emotionally connecting with consumers means tapping into their 
behaviour and desires to increase sales while growing profitability 
and brand equity. It’s a win-win for you and your customers.
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CONSUMERS DESIRE EMOTIONAL
CONNECTIONS WITH BRANDS

With consumers exposed to over 5,000 brand messages 
every day, it’s no surprise our overloaded brains crave a 
more intuitive way to sort information. We’re actually 
aware of around 86 of these messages, but only 12  
making a lasting impression.6  It’s not hard to imagine 
what those two-dozen brands might be doing differently.

Sixty-four per cent of consumers want brands to connect 
with them, according to research by Sprout Social.7  
“Customers and consumers are longing for human 
connection with the organisations and people they do 
business with,” agrees Timothy Greulich, experience 
management practice leader at Deloitte.8  

Consumer behavior is a series of decisions. Contrary to what we might believe, psychology 
tells us humans make decisions primarily based on how we feel, then justify those decisions 
with facts and logic.3  The reason for this is simple: we have too many decisions to make and 
can’t process all the relevant information for each one. So, instead we rely on subconscious 
emotional signals as behavioral cues.4 

Neuropsychological evidence shows the reason emotions have such a strong effect on 
cognition is because the connections in our brains are stronger from the emotional system 
to the cognitive system, than vice versa.5 Consumers are actually wired to respond to emotion 
over logic.

  CONSUMER BEHAVIOR IS DRIVEN BY

EMOTION, NOT LOGIC

5000+
BRAND MESSAGES 

EVERY DAY

     

WE FEEL

WE MAKE 
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PRIMARILY BASED ON HOW
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Over their lifetime, emotionally connected customers are more than twice as valuable as 
highly satisfied customers, according to Harvard Business Review. “They buy more of your 
products and services, visit you more often, exhibit less price sensitivity, pay more attention 
to your communications, follow your advice, and recommend you more.”9  

GROW MARKET SHARE AND PROFITABILITY 

When customers feel connected to brands, 57% increase their spending with that brand and 
76% buy from that brand over a competitor. On the flip side, 70% of consumers who don’t 
feel connected to a brand are less likely to shop with them over a competitor and 61% will 
spend less with that business.11

What’s more, brands that emotionally connect with consumers increase the perceived value 
of their product and reduce price sensitivity, with 73% of consumers willing to pay more for 
a product if they love the brand.12

CASE STUDY

Nike increased sales and brand visibility with an 
emotional campaign

Nike’s 2018 “Believe in Something” campaign featuring 
former NFL player Colin Kaepernick, who was shunned 
by the league after he knelt during a pre-game national 
anthem to protest racial injustice, was a brave attempt 
to emotionally connect with consumers.

It was divisive, with reports of Nike shoes being burned in 
protest and some media outlets predicting the brand’s 
downfall, but it worked. The company claimed $163 
million in earned media, a $6 billion brand value increase, 
and a 31% boost in sales following the campaign.10 

  FORMING EMOTIONAL CONNECTIONS

BENEFITS YOUR BUSINESS

OF CONNECTED 
CUSTOMERS INCREASE 
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OF CONNECTED 
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INCREASE BRAND EQUITY BY FORMING
EMOTIONAL CONNECTIONS

If brand equity comprises brand associations, 
brand loyalty and brand visibility, emotionally 
connecting with consumers touches on all three. 
Building positive brand associations helps form 
the connection, which leads to stronger loyalty 
and, ultimately, greater visibility.

a)  CREATE POSITIVE BRAND ASSOCIATIONS 
 TO INCREASE BRAND INTIMACY

A brand‘s emotional connection with consumers is known as brand intimacy. The degree of intimacy 
is determined by the number of positive brand associations a customer has – particularly in relation 
to these key attributes:

Put your customer first and focus on nurturing these attributes throughout your customer 
experience, including sales promotions. Yes, you have targets to meet. But why not kill two birds 
with one stone? 

FULFILLMENT
Going above and 
beyond to meet your 
customers’ needs

RITUAL
Becoming part of 
your customers’ 
routines

IDENTITY
Appealing to your 
customers’ aspirations 
to create a sense of 
community

NOSTALGIA
Evoking memories 
customers have of 
your brand 

ENHANCEMENT
Helping your 
customers self-
optimize

INDULGENCE
Creating fun, 
gratifying 
experiences for 
your customers13

CONNECTIONS LEAD TO 

STRONGER LOYALTY 

AND ULTIMATELY 

GREATER VISIBILITY



CASE STUDY

Apple grows a loyal customer base by creating  
emotional connections

Topping the 2020 Forbes list of the World’s Most Valuable 
Brands (for the tenth year running), Apple’s brand value 
is $241.2 billion, up 17% from 2019.19  And that’s despite 
Samsung owning more of the mobile market, with a 
30.6% share compared to Apple’s 25%.20 

By focusing their brand strategy on emotion, rather 
than logic, Apple has cultivated a loyal following and 
higher value perception that allows them to charge 
more than their rivals for similar technology. Their “Think 
different” ethos is what customers buy into, rather than 
the specifics of what their products actually do.21 
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b) NURTURE BRAND LOYALTY BY 
 FORMING EMOTIONAL CONNECTIONS

With repeat customers spending more with your brand more often and helping you acquire 
new customers through word-of-mouth marketing, it’s no wonder brand loyalty is the holy grail 
of marketing.14 But with 44% of consumers endorsing a product based on emotional criteria15  

and 38% of customers who feel connected to a brand saying they’d shop with them even after 
a bad experience,16  it’s clear loyalty and emotional connection are intrinsically linked. 

Consumers agree: 64% say their loyalty to a brand increases when they feel connected,17 while 
research by Deloitte shows 76% of consumers who felt a relationship with a brand said they’ve 
used it for four or more years because they trust it.18 

WHEN  
CONSUMERS FEEL 

CONNECTED

64%

76%

INCREASE LOYALTY

STAY WITH BRAND 
LONGER
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c) GROW BRAND VISIBILITY BY FORMING 
 EMOTIONAL CONNECTIONS

True brand visibility goes beyond impressions: it’s the extent to which your brand is actually seen. 
Think back to those 5,000 brand messages a day versus the 12 or so that make a lasting impression 
– which are more visible?

Word-of-mouth marketing is one way to increase brand visibility, since 83% people trust 
recommendations from people they know and trust (more so than traditional advertising).22  Since 
68% of customers who feel connected to a brand recommend it to a friend23  and we already know 
consumers tend to endorse products based on emotional criteria, forming emotional connections 
is key for this.

More than that, emotionally connecting with consumers means your brand enters their        
subconscious minds by way of “an inner promise that this is the right choice,” according to Hitesh 
Bhasin, founder of Marketing91. Since humans make decisions based primarily on emotion, 
increasing subconscious ‘visibility’ is as important as any quantifiable metric.

„Your brand enters the consumer’s subconscious mind by way of 
“an inner promise that this is the right choice”



CONSUMERS PRIORITIZE TRUST – 
AND SO SHOULD YOU

When asked what ‘connecting’ means to them, 66% of 
consumers questioned by Sprout Social equated feeling 
connected with trust.25 Separate research by Deloitte 
places even more importance on trustworthiness, with 
83% considering it the most important brand trait.26  

“Prioritize mutual trust and respect to create genuine 
connections – and focus on the experience, not the 
transaction,” advises Rob Danna, SVP of Sales and 
Marketing at engagement solutions provider ITA 
Group.27 Ditching transactional discount promotions in 
favour of creating emotionally engaging experiences for 
customers is the way to go.

So, how do you build emotional connections with consumers? 

Marketing advisor and bestselling author Tim Ash suggests the answer lies in the    
psychological theory of attachment: “If you want to establish an emotional connection with 
your visitors, you must earn their trust, ensure that you are helping to fulfill an important 
need, and provide stress-free, enjoyable experiences.”24 

What’s interesting to note is that trustworthiness, responsiveness to consumer needs and 
consistency are three ways discount promotions fail, leading consumers to detach from 
your brand instead.
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 CULTIVATE EMOTIONAL CONNECTIONS THROUGH

TRUST, RESPONSIVENESS & CONSISTENCY

THE 3 PILLARS OF 
ATTACHMENT THEORY

TRUST

RESPONSIVENESS

CONSISTENCY

3



RESPOND TO CONSUMERS’ NEEDS TO PROVE YOU ‘GET’ THEM

Responding to consumers’ motivations and needs comes a close second in creating an emotional 
connection, with 51% of consumers saying their relationship with a brand starts when they feel the 
brand understands them and their desires, and 53% describing feeling connected to a brand when its 
values align with their own.28 “People want to evolve with a brand whose products and services help 
give their business or life meaning,” says Danna.29 

Harvard Business Review conducted research across hundreds of brands in dozens of categories to 
uncover 10 high-impact emotional motivators that drive consumer behaviour.30 They are:

In terms of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, today’s consumers put more emphasis on high-level 
psychological and self-fulfillment needs like belonging and love, esteem and self-actualization.31  Every 
interaction your brand has with consumers – including promotional campaigns – is an opportunity to 
fulfill these needs and move consumers towards their goals, which helps you connect to consumers 
on an emotional level.
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SUCCESS IN LIFE
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BE CONSISTENT, OR BE LEFT BEHIND

“Consistency breeds credibility in a big way,” says Danna.32  Why? Because your brand is a statement 
of your integrity – that is, “the state of being whole and undivided,” “the condition of being unified 
or sound in construction”33  – as CEO of EmailAnalytics Jayson DeMers explains.34 

Everything your brand does – from the products you create, to the service you offer, to your pricing, 
to your marketing and promotional campaigns – is a statement about your brand that can either 
support your mission and values, or contradict and undermine it. Promotional campaigns that are 
consistent with your brand help you build emotional connections, making them better for your 
business in the long run.

EVERYTHING YOUR 

BRAND 
DOES IS A 

STATEMENT 
ABOUT YOUR BRAND



BUNDLE YOUR 
PRODUCTS WITH 
EXPERIENCES   
To Create Emotional Connections

So you want to run sales promotions that create emotional 
connections while increasing market share. Sounds impossible? 
Think again.

Why not give consumers an added incentive to buy in the form 
of an experience reward when they purchase? Bundling your 
products with experiences meets consumers’ emotional needs, 
protects your profitability and increases your brand equity in the 
long term. It’s a sustainable, customizable promotion strategy that 
makes your customer the hero of your story – the ultimate goal 
for any great marketer.
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As a marketer, you know the motivations of your target audience. Bundling your products 
with experiences is a way to show your brand is responsive to consumers’ psychological 
and self-fulfillment needs – a crucial factor in forming emotional connections, according to 
attachment theory.

Perhaps you want to offer experiences that let consumers feel a sense of freedom by exploring 
somewhere new? Or get a thrill from doing something extraordinary? Or take a step closer 
to being the person they want to be, by fulfilling a long-held ambition? You get to decide, 
then design an experience that delivers it.

SELL A LIFESTYLE, NOT JUST A PRODUCT

“[It’s] important to ask what it is that you’re really selling,” challenges Joe Putnam, founder 
of ConversionEngine.35 Offering product-relevant, on-brand experiences that appeal 
to consumers’ emotional needs encourages them to imagine how your product could  
transform their life. Suddenly, you’re selling more than a product: you’re selling a lifestyle, 
an ideal, an aspiration – and that has way more legs for a marketer.
  

TAP INTO NOSTALGIA FOR A LASTING EMOTIONAL CONNECTION

Experiences can tick every emotional bond archetype: fulfillment, identity, enhancement, 
ritual, indulgence… But perhaps the most valuable is nostalgia. Give your consumers 
a memorable experience, and your brand will come to mind every time they revisit that 
memory.36  

  BUNDLING YOUR PRODUCTS WITH EXPERIENCES 

MEETS CONSUMERS’ EMOTIONAL NEEDS
CASE STUDY

Samsung shows customers the good life with a free 
city break

To promote their newly launched mobile phone and 
hold market share in the face of increasing competition, 
Samsung partnered with RIX to offer customers a 
free  trip to a major European city when they bought 
the phone. By tapping into the interests of their target 
market, they were able to show how their product can 
elevate the travel experience and offer a better lifestyle 
for users.

The campaign helped Samsung increase sales and 
market share sustainably, plus they received more  in-
store display space, generated word-of-mouth mark-
eting and received overwhelming positive feedback 
from customers.37 
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  BUNDLING YOUR PRODUCTS WITH EXPERIENCES 

PROTECTS BRAND PROFITABILITY

Running sales promotions is a way to increase sales and market share in the short term. But one 
thing’s certain: more targets will come – and they’ll likely be increasingly ambitious. Bundling 
your products with experiences lets you achieve short-term sales goals without stripping your 
sales and marketing teams of the tools you need to succeed.

ADD VALUE TO YOUR PRODUCT AND REDUCE PRICE SENSITIVITY

The mental account model in behavioral economics explains how an experience not only becomes 
an additional motivator to buy a product and gives customers more satisfaction when they do, 
it also leads to higher quality perception, leading customers to believe they got the best deal 
without compromising quality.38 

Adding experiences to your offering also increases the perceived value of your product – that 
is, consumers’ evaluations of the benefits and costs of your brand compared to another. At 
RIX Rewards, for example, the value of rewards bundled with products as part of promotional 
campaigns is perceived five times higher by consumers than actual costs.

Higher perceived value makes consumers less price sensitive39 and paves the way for up to a 
16% price premium on products, along with increased loyalty, according to a report by PWC.40 As 
agency Killian Branding points out, “The most powerful value contribution of a strong brand is 
the ability to demand and defend higher prices than competitors.”41 
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CASE STUDY

GoPro increased engagement and market share 
with experience rewards

When GoPro offered a free flight with every purchase of 
its soon-to-be-outdated Hero 7 camera, the sales results 
were on par with previous discount campaigns, proving 
consumers are willing to pay more for a product bundled 
with an experience. 

Most interestingly, though, the social media engagement 
around the promotion was 100% higher than anything 
GoPro has seen before on similar campaigns.

The result? GoPro sold out of their run-out model at full 
price before the launch of its successor, gaining a ton of 
awareness and new loyal customers along the way.

MAINTAIN PRICE INTEGRITY AND AVOID THE DISCOUNT SPIRAL

By bundling your products with experiences, you can run a magnetic sales promotion without 
discounting your product price, thus avoiding entering a discount spiral that squeezes 
margins and leaves your brand wide open to lazy threats from competitors. 

Not only that, price integrity also appeals to the human desire for consistency when creating 
emotional attachments. When consumers know what to expect from your brand, and are 
confident they won’t be made to regret their full-price purchase, they’re far more likely to 
trust you – which we know is the brand trait most highly regarded by today’s consumers.

POSITION YOUR BRAND IN THE EXPERIENCE ECONOMY

As a marketer, you know customers seek memorable, participative brand experiences.42 But 
recent research shows 76% of consumers would rather spend their money on experiences 
than on material items.43 Bundling your products with experiences allows you to tap into 
this trend, rather than succumbing to it.

EARN BETTER ROI FROM EXPERIENCE REWARDS OVER ADVERTISING

As a marketer, you work to a budget – and it’s your job to deliver maximum return on that 
investment. Offering unique experiences can generate higher campaign awareness than 
traditional advertising, with lower spend.44 
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 BUNDLING YOUR PRODUCTS WITH EXPERIENCES 

INCREASES BRAND EQUITY
As a marketer, you spend time and energy developing your brand and making sure it’s consistent 
across all platforms. Unlike other sales promotions, bundling your products with experiences 
allows you to create a tailored offering that aligns with your unique brand purpose, mission and 
values, supplementing rather than undermining your brand narrative.

By using experiences to emotionally connect with consumers you increase positive brand 
associations, brand visibility and brand loyalty, contributing to higher brand equity. 

CREATE POSITIVE BRAND ASSOCIATIONS THANKS TO THE ‘HALO EFFECT’

Well-known in marketing, the ‘halo effect’ describes people’s tendency to form a positive  
impression of something because it is associated with something else that they know and like.45  
By bundling your products with an experience designed around your target audience’s emotional 
needs, you reap the positive associations that experience triggers. 

CASE STUDY

McDonald’s created experiences to elevate its reputation with millennials

In 2015 McDonald’s created #imlovinit24, a 36-hour (due to global time zones) experiential initiative where 
the brand gave out 24 ‘gifts’ across 24 countries. The purpose? To create positive associations among 
millennial consumers.
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INCREASE BRAND LOYALTY BY NURTURING TRUST

We know trust leads to loyalty. If your customers genuinely believe you’re giving them value, rather 
than trying to get value out of them, they’ll be more likely to trust your motivations and intentions.46  

   
INCREASE BRAND VISIBILITY BY DIFFERENTIATING YOUR OFFERING

Faced with more marketing noise and an incomprehensible array of product choice, consumers 
will increasingly rely on emotional judgement to make decisions. “The brands emerging as leaders 
focus on building genuine relationships among their consumers, moving away from an emphasis on 
selling and further differentiating themselves from the competition,” says a recent report by Sprout 
Social.47 

Offering emotionally engaging experiences with your products makes your offering stand out in the 
product marketplace. It’s not just consumers who’ll notice, either. Retailers are drawn to brands who 
bring something new to the table, rewarding them with greater presence in stores, online and in 
advertising campaigns.

INCREASE BRAND VISIBILITY THROUGH
WORD-OF-MOUTH MARKETING

Experiences are a form of social currency shared in 
person and online as a way to establish identity and 
form social bonds, in a way that products aren’t.48  
“They give their audience the bragging rights and 
the kudos in the celebration of those who were there, 
against the envy of those who weren’t,” explains 
Michael Brown, managing director of agency 
MKTG.49 Bundling your products with experiences 
makes your brand part of that conversation.
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RIX supports brands globally with customized rewards that help you hit 
sales targets and increase market share sustainably. When customers 
buy your product, we offer them an on-brand experience reward tailored 
to their emotional needs, so you can build emotional connections that 
lead to long-term loyalty.

We’re trusted by top brands including Mastercard, Ebay, Nivea and Nikon.

Want to find out what we can do for your brand? Get in touch for a free 
consultation. 

GET IN TOUCH

PARTNER WITH RIX 
TO BUNDLE YOUR PRODUCTS WITH EXPERIENCES

RIX Group AG  | rixrewards.com | office@rix-group.com 

https://rixrewards.com/contact/?utm_source=whitepaper&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=emotion_sells
https://
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